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Small metal particles have strongly size-dependentproperties, which -in the caseof supportedparticles -are
also influenced by the particle substrateinteraction. Wehave investigatedsucheffects for Pd deposited on a thin
alumina film grown on NiAl(110) by probing the adsorption behaviour of CO. Structure and size of the metal
islands were varied by employing different substrate temperaturesduring evaporation. We found that at 90 K
small, disorderedaggregatesare formed, whereasdeposition at 300 K results in larger crystalliteswith (111)facets.
The CO thermal desorption spectrashowa size-dependentbehaviour which can beattributed to a higher degree
of CO coordination with decreasingparticle size.The results are compared with the corresponding behaviour of
Pt. In contrast to Pd, Pt leads to a strong interaction with the substrate at 300K. This gives rise to a desorption
feature of CO in a temperature range which is typical for transition metal oxides.

1. Introduction
Adsorption and reactionon smallmetallic particlesoften
differ strongly from the behaviour of macroscopicmetal
surfaces. Especially, the interaction of adsorbates with
highly dispersedmetals on non-metallic supportsis of interest,sincesuchsystemsare of greatimportancein heterogeneouscatalysis [1]. While the adsorption behaviour of
large crystals is usually well understood from numerous
studieson singlecrystals [2], verylittle is known aboutsupported metal clustersand islands.
In orderto getsome insightinto the relationshipbetween
the geometricstructure °.r metal depositsand their adsorption properties,we carried out an investigationof Pd on a
thin alumina film grown on NiAI(110). The essentialpropertiesof this film, which has beenextensivelycharacterised
in former investigations[3, 4], are listed in Table 1. By using a film instead of a oxide single crystal, we had the
unique opportunity to apply electron spectroscopictechniques and electron diffraction since charging could be

The structure and size of the deposits were varied by
employingdifferent substratetemperaturesduring evaporation. The resultingparticleswerecharacterisedby scanning
tunnelling microscopy(STM) and spot profile analysisof
LEED reflexes(low-energyelectrondiffraction). In orderto
probe the clusteradsorbateinteraction,we performed TDS
(thermal desorption spectroscopy)with CO as test mole.;
cules.
A comparisonwith precedingstudies for Pt on the same
substrate[5] demonstratesthat the particle substrateinteraction being different for both casescan playa significant
role for the adsorptionbehaviour.

2. Experimental

We performedthe experimentsin two different ultrahigh
vacuumsystems.The LEED investigationswerecarried out
in a chamberequippedwith a Leybold SPA-LEED system
(specifiedtransferwidth: 900A, typical primary beamcurrents: 50 pA -1 nA). All spot profiles shownin the followavoided.
ing havebeenrecordedalongthe [001]-directionof the NiAl
substrate. However,the scaling of the plots refers to the
Tablet
NiAI reciprocallattice vector along [110], i.e. the distance
Summary of the essentialproperties of the alumina film used for metal
betweenthe (00) and the (01) spot (1.54 A -I), which has
deposition in this study
beenusedfor k-spacecalibrationof the SPA-LEED instruRef. ment.
Subject
Properties
Thermal desorptionmeasurements
were carried out with
Unit cell
Large. 17.9 A x 10.6A.
[3)
a differentially pumped mass spectrometer, which was
commensuratealong [110].
equipped with a conical aperture (about 5 mm diameter)
incommensurate along [001]
eliminating moleculesnot directly desorbingfrom the samStructure
02- anions arranged in a quasi-hexagonal [4]
ple surface. During the experiment,the crystal was posiarrangement; distribution of AI3+ kations
tioned approximately0.3 mm from the apertureand heated
similar to y-AI203
from behind by radiation from a filament. The heatingrate
Defect structure Two rational domains; antiphase domains
[3]
was
about 1.5Ks-1.
Thickness
Approximately 5 A
[3]
The STM imageshavebeentaken with a variabletemperature STM designedfor the range betweenapproximately
10K and room temperature.In the presentexperiments,the
*) Corresponding author. Fax: +49(234)7094182
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cryostatwascooled with liquid nitrogenresulting in a minimum temperatureof about 80K. Furthermore,the system
was equippedwith a LEED/ AES optics.
The clean NiAl(110) surface was prepared by several
cycles of sputtering (Ar+ ions, 500eV) and annealing.
Cleanlinessand compositionof the surfacewascheckedby
AES.
The ordered Al2O3 film was obtained as previouslyreported in the literature [4]. After dosing 1200L O2 at a
sampletemperatureof 550K, the crystal was annealedto
1200K. Afterwards, the quality of the oxide was checked
via its LEED profiles and intensities(LEED chamber)[3].
A simple tool of controlling that the oxidation of the surface is completeis provided by CO-TDS, sinceno CO adsorbs on the cleanoxide film at 90 K, whereasCO desorption from non-oxidized NiAl is observedat 300K [4].
Pd metal (Heraeus, >99.95%) was depositedwith two
different typesof evaporators.The evaporatorusedfor the
STM measurementswas a Knudsen cell with an alumina
crucible,while the oneusedfor the LEED investigationwas
a commercialevaporator(Omicron)basedon electronbombardmentand allowing evaporationfrom a rod. The latter
was calibrated by a quartz microbalance.The deposition
rates varied between1.2 and 2.4 A min-1 (1 A Pd correspondsto 6.8 1014atoms cm-1.

20 A Pd

Overview
(85 eV)

3. Results
3.1 Depositionof Pd: Growth at Different
SubstrateTemperatures
In this section,the SPA-LEED and STM resultsconcerning the growth of Pd on the alumina film will be described.
Starting with the situation at 300K and turning thento the
situation at 90 K, it will becomeevident that the structure
of the Pd particles is strongly dependenton the substrate
temperatureduring deposition.
As shownin Fig. 1, three major changescanbe observed
within the LEED pattern upon depositionof Pd at room
temperature:

Fig. 1

-The spotsof the oxide pattern gradually vanishexclud- Changes in the LEED pattern upon deposition of Pd on
ing an epitaxial growth of Pd on the oxidesubstrate(a). Al2O3(111)/NiAl(110) at 300K: damping of the oxide LEED pattern
-For largeamountsof depositedmaterial,extra spotsap- (a), development of new reflexes forming two rotated hexagons for
high Pd exposures(b), developmentof a diffuse shoulder around the
pear forming two rotated hexagons(b). The lattice (00) reflex (c)
constantcalculatedfrom theseextra spotsis consistent
with Pd(111).
-In addition to that, the shapeof the (00)reflex changes
In Fig. 2a two profiles are compareddemonstratingthe
upon deposition(c). Apart from a sharpcentral spike,a energydependenceof the profile. At 33eV -an in-phase
diffuse shoulderdevelops.
energywith respectto the Pd(lll) interlayerdistance(s. inFrom the first two points, it can be concludedthat deposi- set) -, the shoulderis narrow, while it is broad at the next
tion at 300K results in a three-dimensionalgrowth mode out-of-phaseenergyof 50eV. This can be understood in
connectedwith the formation of Pd(111)crystalliteswhich terms of monoatomicstepson the Pd islands: in this case,
are azimuthallyalignedto the oxide: their orientationcoin- destructiveinterferencebetweendifferent metal layersgives
cides with the direction of the close packed rows of the rise to additional contributions to the shoulder at outdistorted oxygenlattice. For the growth of islandsand small of-phaseenergiesleadingto a largerhalfwidth. At in-phase
particles on a surface,it is known that the LEED spot pro- energies,on the other hand, stepson the islandsdo not confiles consistof a central spike and a diffuse shoulder[6]. tribute to the diffuse shoulder.Consequently,theseprofiles
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Fig. 3
STM image (CCT. U = 0.4V. 1= 0.5 nA) of the Pd crystallites deposited at 300K

Pd/A1203/NiAl(110) depositedat 90 K
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Deposition at 300K: (a) LEED spot profiles of the (00) reflex for an
in- and out-of-phase energy with respectto the Pd(111) interlayer distanceas illustrated in the inset. (b) Calculated island diameters(seeap-
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canbe analysedwith a two-layermodel: one layerbeingthe
oxide substrateand one the Pd-coveredareas.Within such
a model, the island sizeswere estimatedas describedin the
appendix.
The results are graphically displayedin Fig. 2b: after a
regimeat low exposures,wherethe growthis determinedby
nucleationprocesses,
the sizeof the crystallitesis increasing
very slowly (compatible with a three-dimensionalgrowth)
ranging from 40 to 50 A. For high exposures,however,
coalescence
leadsto a rapid rise again.
The STM image shownin Fig. 3 corroboratesthe LEED
analysisbut also providescomplementaryinformation. Obviously, the particles grow according to a Vollmer-Weber
growth mode: the crystallites visible are about 50 A as
calculatedfrom the spotprofile analysisfor a wide rangeof
Pd exposures.Their shapeis triangular in many cases:this
is consistentwith crystallites exposing(111)facets. Moreover, additional pictures at lower coveragesreveal that Pd
preferentially nucleatesat defects like steps and domain
boundaries.
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Fig.4
Deposition at 90K: (a) LEED spot profiles of the (00) reflex for different energies. (b) Calculated island diameters (see appendix)

At 90K, the growth modeappearsto be totally different.
Even at high coverages,no extra spotsdue to Pd were observed. Furthermore, the attenuationof the oxide LEED
pattern is more pronouncedalthough still not compatible
with a layer by layer growth. In Fig. 4a, a energyseriesof
profiles belongingto the (00)reflexis depicted.Comparing
them to the profiles at 300K, two major differencesare
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detectable:first, the diffuse part is ring shapedhere and,
second,no significantchangescanbe observedasthe energy varies.
According to the discussionabove, the missing energy
dependence
allows the conclusionthat the particlesformed
at 90K are probably disordered(seeinset). In addition to
that, the occurrenceof a ring-shapedshoulderrevealsa
peakedisland distancedistribution.
Sincedisorderedor amorphousareason a surfaceusually
have negligible scattering factors, the profiles can be describedwith the sametwo-layermodelasusedfor the (111)
crystallites at 300K. Applying the samedata analysisprocedure,the particle sizesplotted in Fig. 4b areobtained:obviously, the aggregatesare much smaller than at 300K.
Moreover, it seemsas if the growth law is different. (It
shouldbe takeninto consideration,however,that the island
sizescalculatedfor depositionat 90 K arelessreliableasexplained in the appendix.)
Again, the STM measurementsconfirm the LEED findings. Fig. 5 containsa representativeimage showing small
aggregatesattached to step edgesor domain boundaries.
Apparently, nucleation takes place at defectsof the substrate evenat 90K.

fusion of Pd into the oxide sets in at 400 K resulting in a
nearly Pd-free surface at 800 K.
Fig. 6 surveys the situation for different Pd exposures at
both deposition temperatures. The spectrum for the clean
oxide has also beenincluded for comparison: obviously. no
CO desorption (and adsorption) takes place in the temperature range which is of interest here.
The most remarkable phenomena visible in the spectra of
the Pd deposits are the following:
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Fig. 6
TD spectra for different amounts of Pd deposited at 300K and 90 K
and the clean alumina film after exposure of 20 L CO. The feature
marked grey in the spectrum of the 20 A deposit was identified as an
artefact caused by coadsorption of hydrogen from the residual gas at-

mosphere

-The total amount of CO desorbing from the particles
grown at 90 K is much higher as compared to the
crystallites formed at 300K for the samePd exposure
(note the scalingfactors!).
-The

features

showing

up

at

low

temperatures

(150-350 K) gain intensityas the particle sizedecreases
at low metal exposures.This trend appearsto be identical for both depositiontemperatures.

Fig. 5
STM image (CCT, U = 1.6V. 1= 2.2 nA) of the Pd particlesdeposited
at 90 K

The first observationcan easilybe explainedby the different growth modes:sincethe aggregatesare smallerat 90 K,
they exhibita largertotal surfacearea for the adsorbingCO
molecules.The secondpoint will be discussedin Section4.
3.3 Deposition of Pt

3.2 Depositionof Pd: Adsorption of CO

Since growth and adsorption properties of Pt on the
alumina film have been described in detail elsewhere [5], a
short summary is sufficient within the scope of this paper.
It will demonstrate that the situation for Pt differs from the

The adsorption of CO was investigated via thermal
desorptionspectroscopy.The spectrahavebeenobtainedby
exposingthe sampleto 20L CO at 90 K and heating it to
behaviour of Pd:
800K. Before discussingthe results,it shouldbe mentioned
however that the metal depositsare not stable under the -At 300 K, the deposition of small amounts of Pt onto the
film results in the formation of small two-dimensional
thermal treatment: as discussedin detail elsewhere[7], dif-

islands (10-20 A) [8]. In contrast to Pd, a strong interaction between Pt and the oxide substrate is provable via
LEED [8], HREELS and UPS [9].
-Experiments at a substrate temperature of 90 K revealed
that the situation is similar to the deposition at room
temperature as far as the growth mode is concerned: also
in this case small two-dimensional islands are formed in
the low coverage regime [8]. The substrate particle interaction, however, is less pronounced.
-Taking
thermal desorption spectra of CO, it turns out
that in the case of small Pt exposures deposited at 300 K
a desorption feature at low temperature ( -150 K) shows
up in addition to a dominating peak at -480 K. The low
temperature feature is visible neither for deposition at
90 K nor for large amounts of Pt deposited at 300 K.

deposited on a-Al2O3single crystals (Al2O3(0001):[13],
AI203(1012):[14]) and on a y-Al203-film [15]. Although
the TD spectrashownin thesepubJicationswere recorded
with a starting temperatureof 300K, the authors also observeshouldersbelow500 K which grow into the predominant peaksas the particle sizesdecrease.Obviously,the adsorption behaviourof the Pd depositsare rather independent of the nature of the alumina substrate.
For Pt, the situation is different. Here, we observethe
formation of small two-dimensional islands interacting
strongly with the substratefor deposition at 300K. These
particles exhibit CO desorptionspectrawhich showan instructivedifferencewhenrelatedto TD spectraof Pt single
crystals: apart from peaks in the range between400 and
500K, which are typical for CO/Pt, a desorptionpeak at
rather low temperature,not apparentin the spectraof single
crystals,emergeswith decreasingisland size.
This is the more surprising as small Pt particles on a~. Discussion
Al2O3give rise to TDS peaks at highertemperaturesimagThe results presented in Section 3 reveal interesting rela- ing the behaviourof steppedPt surfacesor Pt surfaceswith
:ionships between the structure of Pd and Pt deposits on defects[16].
~l203(111)/NiAl(110) and the adsorption of CO. ObviousTherefore,it is reasonableto attribute the featureto the
.y, size effects and the particle-substrate interaction playa
particle substrateinteraction probably causing significant
iifferent role in both cases.
changesin the electronicstructure of the particles.This exFor Pd we find a three-dimensional growth mode at planation is also corroborated by CO adsorption experiJOOK resulting in (111) crystallites on the surface. At 90 K, mentson transition metaloxideswhichshowedthat desorp)n the other hand, smaller, less ordered aggregates are tion temperaturesin the range between150K and 200K are
'ormed. Nevertheless, similar trends can be observed in the typical for thesesurfaces[17,18].

rD spectra for both situations: apart from a peak at
-470 K, governing the spectrum for large particles, feaures between 150 K and 350 K gain intensity and become
lominating with decreasing particle size.
In order to explain this size dependence, it is useful to
:onsider the desorption behaviour of Pd single crystals
'irst. TDS experiments for Pd(111) demonstrate that
houlders below the main desorption peak at -500 K are
Llso apparent in these spectra for high CO coverages [10].
The exact shape of the spectra depends on the adsorption
emperature.) IR and LEED measurements revealed that
he low temperature desorption is due to the occurrence of
epulsive interactions between the molecules leading to the
Iccupation of new adsorption sites -identified
as on-top
ites -at high CO coverages ([10] and references therein).
Consequently, the changes in the TD spectra may be atributed to a higher degree of CO-CO interaction on the
mall particles, possibly also involving other adsorption
;eometries. (For small Pd particles on SiO2, for example,
.n increased population of terminal, on top sites was
.etected via IR spectroscopy [11].) We have carried out
lectron spectroscopic measurements supporting this inter,retation [12]: they point towards a higher degree of coorination of the Pd atoms with CO molecules in case of very
mall aggregates grown at 90 K. Obviously, this may cause
tronger repulsive CO-CO interactions and, in addition to
lat, induce a weakening of the Pd -CO bond.
Interestingly, TD spectra comparable to ours have also
een obtained by other groups for small Pd particles -the
article diameters are comparable to those in this study -
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Finally, it should be mentioned that the island sizesobtained from
the fitting procedureare too small and have to be corrected: within the
one-dimensionaltreatment all possible cuts through the islands -also
those not going through the centre -are considered. Thus, the mean
island length resulting from thesecuts is smaller than the actual diameter of the two-dimensional islands.
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